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INTRODUCTION

Welcome to Dead by Daylight, brave survivor! This is a role specific beginners guide
will show you step by step how to stay alive as a beginner in Dead by Daylight. If you
have already played a few games, you have undoubtedly discovered there are many
unique concepts to learn. Our goal by the end of this tutorial is to impart some of the
knowledge, tricks, and other tips we have learned along the way in an effort to help
you survive in the world of Dead by Daylight!

whats going on in dead by daylight?
Dead by Daylight is a 4 vs. 1 survival horror/action game, in which one player takes the role
of a ruthless killer and 4 players take the role of the survivors. The killer‘s goal is simple:
find the survivors, hunt them down and kill them! As a Survivor, you need to avoid the killer
and escape the trial. In order to accomplish this, you and your teammates must repair 5
out of 7 generators which will power the Exit gate and lead you to freedom.
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control is key
Now that we know what Dead by Daylight is and what each player’s goals are, we need
to learn about basic movement and other controls. Thankfully, there are only minor
differences between Dead by Daylight and other 3rd person games, meaning most
players will find the movement familiar.

As a Survivor, use the WASD Keys (Left Stick) to move your

W
A

S

character’s direction while using the right mouse to change

D

the camera angle. Survivors can see the world around them
in a 3rd person perspective, so use the camera to your advantage and make yourself aware of your surroundings

To sprint, simply hold the Shift key (LB). There is no limit on
how long you can sprint, so don’t worry about conserving
sprint when in a chase with the killer. The only disadvantage to constantly sprinting is that you will leave red “scratch
marks” on the ground in your wake which only the killer can
see, and in turn, makes it easier for them to track you. We will
cover this more in depth later.

Crouching is performed by holding Left CTRL (LT). While in

Strg

crouch mode, you move more slowly, but are more easily hidden from the killer.

Lastly, jumping is not available, but you are able to drop down off of
tall structures with no fall damage.
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Tales From Live and Death
Once in game, the bottom left hand
corner of the screen displays health
indicators for you and the rest of
your team.

At the start of the trial, each player
will by default have a „healthy“ status. This will remain until a survivor
is hit by the killer (in most cases by
his primary weapon) at which time
they will enter the „injured“ state.
When injured, the survivor will leave
pools of blood in their wake and begin to loudly moan which can easily
be heard by the
killer in close
proximity which
can easily
compromise a
hiding spot.
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If the survivor is already in the
injured and is then hit by the killer
again, they will be knocked to the
ground and enter the „dying“ state.
During, the this time, the Killer can
hook the Survivor. The survivors
may move around during the dying
state and are able to recover their
health to 95% (regardless of having
a medkit or
perks), making
it easier for
team mates to
pick heal them
up.
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hanging around in dbd
There are three hook phases for every
Survivor: On first hook a survivor has
three attempts to unhook himself or they
may simply wait for a teammate to do
so. It is wise to only attempt to unhook
yourself if you dont see any way your
team can rescue you, due to the very low
success chance of escaping a hook.

On second hook, the Survivor has to struggle by
pressing the space bar repeatedly until they are
saved by a Teammate or they will subsequently
die on the Hook.

If the survivor is hooked for a
third time, they will instantly
die and their time is the trial
will come to an end.
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Main Objective
As we already know, the main objectives

1

are 5 generators spread throughout
the map. Generators can be repaired
by simply approaching then and holding the Left Mouse
Button or, if you own
a Toolbox, the Right
Mouse button.

While you repair a Generator, you will
face multiple skill checks. In the
moment right before a skill check
appears, a sound notification will

2

play alerting you to

the

incoming check. Press
the space bar when the
needle is within the success zone to successfully pass a skill check

3

If you fail a skill check the generator
will blow up and alert the killer to
your location, as well as stopping
the current progress for a moment

and regressing the progress bar slightly.
Be very wary of the killer approaching
your location after a failed skill check.
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escape the trial
When the generator‘s progress bar
reaches 100%, it is fully repaired.
Completed Generators are easy to

4

spot, as the lights on the tops of them
will be fully illuminated and the pistons will
all be moving very rapidly. Once all 5 Generators are done, the Exit Gates will be powered
and becomes available to open. You do this
by pressing the Left Mouse button

5

After the Exit Gate is open, Endgame Collapse begins. The
Survivors have 2 Minutes time to
leave the Trial, otherwise they will

get automatically devoured by the Entity. If
a Survivor gets put into the dying state, the
timer is ticking down considerably slower.

You can also
escape the Trial
through the

6

Hatch, which will
open automatically, if
there is only one remaining Survivor left. It also
spawns after a certain amount of repaired Generators, depending on how many people are
alive. Therefore you will need a Key to open it.
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ein verletzter: Alarm, alarm
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Realms: cave of the lion
In Dead by Daylight you get summoned by the Entity to a specific Realm. You can either Pick
a Map by using an Offering (we will cover that later) or a map gets randomly picked for the
upcoming Trial.
Most of the maps have different versions with different layouts, sizes and main buildings. In
total there are 32 different maps and with every additional update, new Maps are added to
the game. For now that sounds a bit overwhelming, but we cover the most important things
you have to know as a beginner.
Like mentioned, every Map has a different Main Building. It could be either a Chapel, a Tempal
or even a School. In every Main Building there is always a Generator and in most cases there
are Windows, Pallets, Lockers and good places where you can hide or run from the killer. The
Main Building has also a 50% Chance of housing the Basement
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basement
The Basement is a very strong tool for the Killer. It holdes 4 hooks right next to each other
that cant be sabotaged or disabled and the tight stairs down make it very hard to escape for
every survivor. A good rule of thumb is to simply stay away from the basement, it is usually a
deathtrap for unexpierience players.
Anyway: If you get trapped in the basement you can hide in one of the 4 lockers. Many killers
tend NOT to check each one of them. With some luck you might get out of that miserable
situation unharmed.
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killer shack
The Basement can also spawn in the so called Killer Shack. While the Basement is dangerous, the Killershak itself is a very strong Building for advanced Survivors. It has great Looping Potential (a technic strong players use in their gameplay, we cover that in one of the
next chaperts), it always has a Pallet, a Window, Lockers where you can hide and many times
a Generator or a Chest.
Our best Advise we can give you is to simply exlore the maps. Check every corner of the Buildings, find out where generators are spawning and learn to use the environment around you
to survive. Anyway, lets cover some of those Maps and their peculiarities.
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locker, totems, chests
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Introducing some maps
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Haddonfield

If you know the m
ovie Halloween, yo
u know your
Battleground. Yo
u find Generators
on the Street, inside Houses and
in the Backyards.
Use the Windows
for your Advantag
e , a great Map fo
r the Perk Ballanced Landing.
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Lery‘s Memorial Institute

A very small map that has many windows and

pallets, but it can be difficult to find generator
s as a
survivor. Try to use landmarks as a way to keep
track

of where generators are so you dont waste too

time scouring the map looking for them.

much
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Know your Enemy
"If you know the enemy and know yourself, you need
not fear the result of a hundred battles. ..."

Sun Tzu; The Art of War
At the current state of the game, there are 16 different Killers
available. You might know some of them from Horror Movies like
Halloween or Nightmare on Elm Street, others are designed by the
Developers.
Beside that every Killer looks very different, every Killer has his
unique Power. This can be placing Traps, throwing poisoned Bottles, teleporting through Walls, stalking Survivors and so on. Knowing these powers is an important key element to be successful
in Dead by Daylight. We will introduce every single Killers and their
power on the following page.
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The next very important thing you need to know
is, that you can not simply outrun the Killer. To
give you some Numbers: As a Survivor you sprint
4,0 m/s while most Killers run with 4,6 m/s or
4,4 m/s, depending on the Killer you are facing.
Therefore you have to use the Enviroment to
hinder the Killer or to gain Distance on him.

The best way to hinder the Killer or to gain
distance are Pallets and Windows. When you
are working on a Generator, always think about
your next Step. What is your Plan if the Killer comes? Where can you escape? Where is the next
Window, where is the next Pallet? Is there a safe
place where i can hide?

While you are running (Shift), you leave red
scratch marks on the ground in your wake, which
only the Killer can see for a short period of time.
It is very easy to track a Survivor that is getting
chased, so it is sometimes a wise decision to not
sprint right away. Once you hear the Terror radius
it is ofter better to hide in a dark corner.
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Every Killer has a Terror Radius in form of a
Heartbeat that only the Survivor can hear. The
closer the Killer gets, the louder and faster the
heartbeat goes. There are some stealthy killers
with a smaller Terror Radius and some with no
Terror Radius until the Killer gets revealed or he
uncloaks himself.

Next important thing we cover is the red stain.
This shows the direction where the killer is
looking at. For advanced players, this is very
important. Those players most of the time look
behind so they can see where the killer is facing,
especially when they are Pallet Looping.

Sur

viv

or

The Killer has a 1st person view, while you

POV

have a 3rd Person view. This helps you great-

POV
r
e
ill

K

ly by juking the Killer.
Note: When you get hit you gain a sprint-burst
and the killer is forced to clean his weapon.
Therefore you have some time to escape to the
next safe spot.
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killer‘s class reunion
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the trapper

the nurse

As you already imagined, the Trappers ability allowes him to place Traps. When you play against
him, watch your feet. Many Trappers tend to place
their traps in tall Grass, at Windows
or Pallets. If you find a Trap and
the Killer is not nearby, disarm it.

This is the only Killer who is slower then the Survivors. She has to use her warping Blink to catch up to
the Survivor. If you play against the nurse find good
places where you can hide! She is bad in tracking
people but phenomenal in a chase. If she is chasing you, break line of sight behind
Obstacles like walls and rocks. Be
unpredicatable!

Ghos

t Fa
ce
The

Hag

The Shape

The Doctor
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the hillbilly

The Wraith

One of the fastest Killers in the game, when he is
using his Chainsaw. Normaly it takes 2 Hits to down
a Survivor, but the Hillbilly is able to put you into
dying state with one Hit, if he uses his chainsaw. If he
does so, try to run as unpredictable
as possible, hiting someone with
the Chainsaw is really not that easy.

A Stealth Killer, who can cloak and uncloak at any
time if he rings his iron Bell. When he is cloaked, he
moves faster then normal, but he can not attack you.
Open your eyes, be careful and look for the shimmer.
Once you hear the Bell ringing, it is time
to run to the next Pallet of Window.

The

Cann

ibal
The

The Nightmare

Pig

The Clown
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The huntress
She is a bit slower then other killers, but she can throw hatchets
and therefore has a long range attack. After the Huntress used 5
hatchets, she has to refill them at Lockers. When you are getting
chased, Walls and Trees are you best friends to dodge her attack. She does a sound before she can aim her attack. Also, while
she as a smaller terror radius, she is singing a
Lullaby. which you can hear pretty far away.

Hint!
Every killer is being introduced before the trial
starts, if you face him
the very first time!

The

Spir

it
The

Plag
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The Legion
Demogorgon
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The bloodweb
Dead by Daylight also has some sort of RPG Elements
in form of so called Perks. Those perks will give you
advantages in certain categories like repairing Generators, seeing the Killers Aura or faster healing Speed.

You are able to use 4 different perks every trial and
you unlock these Perks in the Bloodweb. To do so,
you have to earn bloodpoints by simply playing the
game or completing Daily Rituals.

Besides Perks, you gain also Items, Addons or
Offerings from the Web which you can use during
a Trial. If you survivor the Trial, you keep your Item.
Offerings are consumed.

Every Survivor has his own 3 teachable perks. This means
that only he can use these perks until he reaches Level
30, 35 or 40 in the Bloodweb with the specific survivor.
After that he can teach this perk to any other survivor
and they will also pop up in their bloodwebs.
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some items you can gain
Medkits

Toolboxes
This allows you to repair
Generators faster. You
use them with your secondary Action button.

Flashligh

Heal yourself or others

Blind the Killer. Safing a

with a Medkit. Additional

Teammate with a Flas-

charges or extra healing

hlight is an advanced

speed can added by

technique you will learn

Addons.

over time.

ts

Keys
They can have mulitble uses
like Aura reading, but its
main purpose is to unlock
the hatch aka Trap door.

Note!
In order to use
items press
secondary action
button.
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offerings
ings
Map-Offer

Environment
You want to play a
specific map? Use one
of the Map offerings and

You want to play a

it will greatly increases

specific map? Use one

the chance you and your

of the Map offerings and

team will get sent there

it will greatly increases
the chance you and your
team will get sent there.

Luck-Offerings
Bloodpoin

ts

Those will increase the
luck of you and/or your

Gain aditional Bloo-

Team, so you have a bet-

dpoints for you next

ter chance on unhooking

Trial. You get a lot

themself.

of those, use them
frequently.
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The athletic sport cannon is our second
pick. She has really good perks like Sprint
Burst which allowes her to get away from
the Killer. Her Perk Quick & Quiet Perk
supports stealthy gameplay, because she
wont make any noise by doing rushed
actions like fast-vaulting. Adrenaline is currently one of the best Meta perks. While
mainly advanced players will get its
full potential, there is no reason to
not get used to it right away.

MEG THOMAS
DWIGHT FAIRFIELD
While there are other good
Survivors you can choose,
Dwight is probably one if not
the best Survivor to begin with,
mainly because of his fantastic perks.
We already covered Bond and Prove
Thyself, two great pearks that will help
you to do Generatorss really quick and
to be aware of whats going on around
you. Also Leader has some merits, since
it helps you in teamplay a lot.
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Feng Min
Last but not least we wanna mention Feng Min.
Her only downside is that she is not available
right from the beginning, but she brings fantastic tools for every starter, so it might not be
the worst idea to invest in her really early. First of
all, she is a bit smaller and harder to see then most other
Survivors, which gives her an advantage in staying hidden. Second, she has great perks for every Beginner and
also for advanced players. Her first perk is Technician
and Alert, which we already covered before. Her third perk
is an Exhaustion Perk called Lithe. This one gives you the
ability to gain 150% Movementspeed after fastvaulting a
Window. A Great way to gain Distance on the Killer.
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useful beginner perks
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Musings of Default Dwight
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